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 It features Kunchacko Boban and Urvashi in the lead roles, while Mamukkoya, Sreenath, Nedumudi Venu, Madhu Navara,
Hareesh, Sreejith Ravi, and Sudheer Karamana play supporting roles. Cinematography is handled by Johnson. Editing is by Alex
Ignatyev. It was released on 14 August 2014. The film was dubbed in Tamil as Masala Kadhai and released on 2 May 2016. Plot
Siva (Kunchacko Boban) is a simple boy from a village, who dreams of becoming a big film director. When he is working on a

film, he meets a beautiful girl Murali (Urvashi), and becomes attracted to her. However, their relationship is strained when
Murali's family's home is vandalized and her father (Nedumudi Venu) is injured in the attack. Murali, who is now known as
Murali Padmini (Urvashi), comes from a rich family. Murali is the only child of Radhika (Rekha) and Murali Padmini (Vani
Jairam), and her father is a high-ranking government official. After this, Siva tries to improve his life by working in the new

film industry. He is good at mixing colours and also knows many dance moves. While Siva is in a restaurant, he sees that his co-
worker, Mohan (Madhu Navara), is singing. Siva tries to get Mohan to record a song in his studio, but Mohan refuses to sing

because his voice is being affected by drugs. While they are discussing this, Mohan gets shot, and is rushed to the hospital. Siva
tries to get Mohan to record the song, but his phone is in Mohan's pocket, and he is shot again. Siva calls Radhika for help, but
she cannot get Mohan to sign the release form for the song. Siva then goes to Murali's home and begs her to release the form.

Murali's friend, Harikrishnan (Sreenath), agrees to write a love story between Siva and Murali, and he brings in Madhavan
(Sreenath) to work on the script. However, Madhavan cannot write a love story because he is too busy with his studies.

Harikrishnan introduces Siva 520fdb1ae7
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